INTRODUCTION
The Jack symmetric functions, J,(a; x), are symmetric functions indexed by partitions 1 which depend on an indeterminate cc These symmetric functions were introduced by the statistician H. Jack [2] who defined them with respect to a certain inner product ( , ), on the space of symmetric functions. This inner product is most easily expressed in terms of the power sum symmetric functions, pi., by If we write JA(cc; x) in terms of the monomial symmetric functions J,(Ol; X) = C, Cj,,(C() m, (x) then c,.,(a) = 0 unless 1 dominates p.
(C3) For all 1 +f, Cj,, ,4~)=f! (throughout this paper notation and terminology follow Macdonald [S] ).
The Jack symmetric functions are of recent interest because they are common generalizations of two sets of spherical functions, the Schur functions sI(x) and the zonal polynomials Z,(x) (see James [3] ). The Schur function s).(x) is the Jack symmetric function J,(cr; x) evaluated at c( = 1 and the zonal polynomial Z,(x) is the Jack symmetric function J,(a; x) evaluated at CI = 2. In the last few years I. G. Macdonald began to discover more of the remarkable properties of the Jack symmetric functions [6] . In a very elegant piece of work [7] , R. P. Stanley proved many of Macdonald's conjectures about the Jack polynomials (as well as many conjectures of his own).
The present work stems from an effort to settle the still open question of whether the coefficients cly(a) are polynomials in CI (the definition only assures that they are rational functions of c(). Our starting point is a wellknown formula for the Schur functions: 1 C w(y) P,,(X). (1.1) jltC,rr~R,
In Eq. (1.1) the product n h, is over the squares (i, j) in 1 and h, denotes the hook-length of the square at (i,j). Also C, and R, are the column stabilizer and row stabilizer of a standard Young tableau t of shape A and p,,,(x) denotes the power sum symmetric function associated with the permutation ya. The hope was to find an a-analog of Eq. (1.1 ), i.e., an equation (1.2) where f(y, a) is some function of the pair (y, a). In this paper we study properties of such a functionf(y, a) by looking at certain combinatorial properties related to the permutations which have nonzero coefficient in e,= 1 C w(yW). (1.3) The sum in (1.3) is called the Young symmetrizer defined by t. In the course of this work we will uncover a great deal of combinatorial structure enjoyed by these Young symmetrizers.
R-C DIGRAPHS
Let X be a set of points. A digraph D on X is called bijective if every point of X has indegree and outdegree 1 in D. A bijective digraph corresponds in an obvious way to a permutation of X. The facts we prove in this paper will really be facts about permutations. However, we choose to represent them as bijective digraphs to make the arguments seem more natural.
Let 1 be a partition. We denote the length of I by I(n), the ith part of ;1 by /zi and the ith part of its conjugate by 2: . In what follows we will work with bijective digraphs on Vj. = ((i, j): 1 <i<Z(A), 1 <j<&).
Let R, and C, denote the row stabilizer and column stabilizer subgroups of 1 consider as acting on V,. DEFINITION 2.1. For CJE RI and y E C, let o(y, 6) be the bijective digraph with vertex set I/, having a directed edge from u to (~a) u for all u E Vj.. Digraphs of the form D(y, a) are called T-C digraphs on V,. The sign of D(y, a), denoted sgn(D(y, a)) is defined to be sgn(y).
Not every bijective digraph is an r-c digraph. The next result gives a simple necessary and sufficient condition for a bijective digraph to be an r--c digraph. This result is well known (see, for example, James and Kerber [4] ) but we give a proof here because the ideas in the proof will be used repeatedly in what follows. (ii) If (u, v) and (x, y) are directed edges of D with u and x in the same row and v and y in the same column then u = x and v = y. Prooj Assume (i) holds so D = D(y, a). Since u and y are in the same column then y -' v = (TU and y -'y = (TX are in the same column. But u and x are in the same row so cru and (TX are in the same row. Thus rru= Rex so u=x and v=g. Now assume that condition (ii) holds for D. Let (a, b) be any edge of D with a in row r and b in column c. We will now show that cd A,. Suppose to the contrary that c > A,. Let r = E,,., and let P be the set of squares of Vi in rows 1, 2, . . . . r. We will count the set of edges directed out of a point of V in two different ways. I
On the one hand, we can add these up by columns. For every column, the number of edges directed into that column from a point in P is no more than r (by the pigeonhole principle). For columns c + 1, . . . . ,I, a better bound of A,.+ 1, . . . . In, can be given. For column c the number is at most r -1 since the edge into the point b is not from a point in ?? So the total number of edges coming from a point in 9 is at most
On the other hand, the total number of edges directed out of a point in i, is ( PI. This is a contradiction which shows that if (a, b) is an edge of D with a row r and b in column c then c < I,.
Define y: Vi. + V, as follows:
(1) For each b, find a E V, such that (a, b) is an edge of D.
(2) Let a be in row r, b in column c. Define y(b) to be the square (r, cl.
We proved above that y(b) E Vi.. Also the condition (ii) shows that if y(b) = y(c) then b = c. Let fi be the bijective digraph with an edge from a to y(b) for every edge (a, b) in D. Obviously 6 is a bijective digraph with all edges joining points in the same row. So 6 is of the form D(e, (r) for some (T E Rj.. By definition y E C;, and D = D(y ~ ', a). The method of proof used in Proposition 2 shows that if D satisfies condition (ii) then there is a unique y E Cn and CJ E R, with D = D(y, c). Again this result is well known but is worth mentioning because it will be used throughout the rest of this work.
We end this section with one more piece of terminology. If D is a bijective digraph and x E Vi we say y is the predecessor ofx in D if there is an edge in D from y to x. Likewise y is the successor to x in D if there is an edge in D from x to y. 3 . SOME CONSTRUCTIONS WITH R-C DIGRAPHS A. Reflections around Corners DEFINITION 3.1. A southeast corner in an r-c digraph D(y, rr) is a square k with the property that yax = x for every square x in T/j, distinct from k that lies weakly to the southeast of k.
In the diagram below, the square k is a corner if and only if all the squares in the shaded portion of 1 are fixed by ya.
X:
We will also use the notion of a southwest corner. These corners are defined in exactly the same way that southeast corners are defined. More importantly, the obvious analogy of the technical lemma proved in this part holds for southwest corners. To simplify the exposition we will deal only with the case of southeast corners and we will leave the other case to the reader.
Fix a square k = (u, u) in V,. By 1_ we mean the partition obtained by removing all boxes which are weakly southeast of k in the Ferrer's diagram of A.
We will think of R>.-and C,-as being contained in R, and CA.
For 1 < i< u let yi be the transposition in C1 which interchanges the squares (i, V) and (u, v) = k and leaves every other square fixed. For 1 < j < u let aj denote the permutation in RA which interchanges (j, u) and k = (u, v) and leaves every other square fixed. Let y,, = co = e.
We will be interested in the set of all T-C digraphs D(y, 0) on A which have k as a corner. The purpose for introducing the yj and ei is that they are a set of coset representatives for the subgroups R,-and C,_ in the subgroups of R, and Cj, which fix every square southeast of k. To be more precise, D(y, a) has k as a southeast corner if and only if y = yiy-(i = 0, 1, . ..) u-l) and a=oja-(j=O, l,..., u-l), where ~-EC).-and o-E R;.-.
We say D = D(y,y_ , ojo-) is degenerate if i= 0 or j= 0 (or both). Otherwise we say that D is nondegenerate. The next definition will turn out to give a sign-reversing pairing of the nondegenerate r-c digraphs having corner k. Two things should be mentioned about this construction. First, it needs to be shown that there is an edge in D from a square in the same row as c to a square in the same column as a. This follows from the fact that k is a corner so the row containing c is above the row containing k and the column containing a is left of the column containing k. So if c is in row i and a is in column j then j d li.
Second, we need to observe that p,(a) is not equal to a. For if p,Ja) = a then pk(c) = k. Hence c and k are in the same row so yi= c. But this violates the nondegeneracy of D. In this section we introduce our fundamental objects of study. Let fi be the partition obtained from 1 by removing the first column. We will think of V, as contained in VA and we will think of R;, and Cl as the subgroups of R2. and C, which fix the first column of VA.
The purpose of this section is to establish some kind of relationship between the sets By' and By), where I = I(I). Recall for x E Vi the hook of x is the set of all squares in Vi. which are either in the same row as x and weakly to its right or in the same column as x and weakly below it. We let H, denote the hook of x and we split H, as where A.,, the arm of H,, is the set of squares in the same row as x but strictly to its right, and L,, the leg of H,, is the set of squares in the same column as x but strictly below it. DEFINITION 3.5. A first-column hook choice for V1 is a function f which assigns to each square x in the first column of V, a box f(x) from its hook H,. The degree off, denoted deg( f ), is the number of x with f(x) E A r. Let C, denote the set of all first column hook choices for V,.
Note that IC,I = nf= 1 (I+ &-i). We will prove the following result which relates B(') to C x B!/' 1 I 2 . (4) Ic, is a fixed-point free involution.
Proof: We will begin by describing algorithmically how to compute cp given as input a triple (f, fi, fi), where f is a hook choice for every square in the first column of VA, Zj is an r-c digraph on VI, and SI is a columnbijective Z-labeling of VI which is consistent with 8. (3) Di is an r-c digraph on VA with loops at the points (i+ 1, l), (i+2, l), . ..) (1, 1) (4) mi is a partial column-bijective I-labeling of V, which is consistent with Di. To be precise, mi labels all squares in Vj. except the squares (i+ 1, l), (i+2, 1) ,..., (I, 1).
(Di,mi)= bijective P-labeling
The condition (D,, m,)= (fi, ti) begins our definition of the (D,, m,). Suppose for 1 < i < 1 that we have (II-1, mi-,). We will show how to get (Dj, m,).
We know that m,-, is column-bijective and has assigned labels to the i -1 points above (i, 1). So there are I-i + 1 labels 1 d s0 <s, < . . . < s,-i < 1 which do not appear in mi-I on a point in the first column. Let Di= Die, and let mi be mi P 1 except that the label s, is assigned to (i, 1) by m;.
'a"l"",'~-i _ not used as labels in this region Case 2. f(i, l)= (i, c) for c> 1.
CLAIM.
There is a unique sequence of squares s,, s2, . . . . s,; t,, t,, . . . . 1,;
%, Ul, . . . . u,-
5. There are edges in Dip 1 from sj+ I to tj+ 1 and from uj to vi.
is not the label of any square in column 1 of (Di--l, mi-1).
Proof of Claim. Suppose that s,, . . . . sj-, ; tl, . . . . tjp 1 ; ug, . . . . uj-, ; and V(I, ...9 vj-I have been chosen to satisfy l-6 and that there has been a unique way to choose them. We show that there is a unique way to extend this choice one more step.
Let p be the row containing ujP i. In Dip i, there is an edge from uj-i to a square (namely v, _ , ) in column 1. Also there are loops at the squares in column 1 below row i -1. So p must be less than or equal to i -1. Since (i, c) is in the hook of (i, 1) we have c $ Ai < J.,. Hence there is a unique square si in row p which is the predecessor in Dip I to a point tj in column c. Let clj=m,-,(sj).
If tl, is not the label of a square in column 1 of (Dip i, mi-,) then j = r and conditions l-7 are satisfied. Otherwise let vi be the square in column 1 with mi-l(vj)=ai.
Note that the choice of vi is unique since mipl is column bijective. Let u, be the predecessor to vi in Di-1.
This completes the choice of sj, tj, uj, vj. Note that the choice was unique subject to conditions l-6 being satisfied. This proves the claim. The Greek numbers above are the labels assigned the squares by ml-i. Now define mi to be the extension of rni-i which assigns the label tl, to (i, 1) = v0 = uO. Let Di be identical to Die r except for the following edge removals and edge additions:
The edges from uj to uj and from sj+ , to tj+ i are removed.
(Additions) Add edges from sj+i to uj+, and from uj+i to vi+1 for 1 < j + 16 r -1. Add an edge from s, to q, and from u0 to t,.
This gives the following picture for Di (see the previous figure for Di_ 1).
Clearly Di is a bijective digraph and mi is consistent with Di. It is not immediate that Dj is an r-c digraph. The problem is that the new edges we introduced might cause two edges from the same row to be in the same column. Obviously if that is the case, the column must be 1 or c and the row must be one of the rows containing an sj and a ujP1. But there is no such problem since we removed edges from sj to column c and from uj-, to column 1 and added edges from sj to column 1 and from uj-r to column c. So Di is an r-c digraph and this completes Case 2.
This explains how to get (Di, mi) from (Di--l, mi-i) and also how to compute (D!, ,) = cp(f, (6, fi)). We stop now for an observation. Now in yi-, we map pj to vj and qj to tj+ , . In yi we instead map pj to vi+, and q, to ti. So yi=tvo, VI, . . . . Vr-,)(fr, t,-1, . . . . t,, t1) y;-1.
Since we obtain yi from yip I by multiplication with two cycles of the same length, we have sgn(y,) = sgn(y,_ ,) which completes the proof of Claim 2.
At this point we have defined cp and we have shown that sgn(D) = sgn(B). Note that mi is an extension of rniel so m =m, and rir = m, agree on 6. Also m, is column bijective Z-labeling where I = l(n) so the labels 1, 2, ..,, 1 must each be used exactly once in the first column by m. Hence a, = (al . ..a)) a,+,.
We now consider how to reverse the map cp. In the process we will determine exactly which pairs (D, m) are not in the image of cp and we will see how to define + on these pairs. 4. There are edges in Di from sP to up and from up to t,, 1 < p < j -1.
We will see that the choices of these sP, t,, up-i, up-i are unique. Our choices will end in one of two ways. There is a unique square sj in the same row as uj-, such that sj is the predecessor to a square vj in column 1. One possibility is that uj-1 is in row i+z for z > 1. In this case sj = uj = (i + z, 1). Here we say that our choice ended in failure at step j. Otherwise uj is labeled by mi. Let ai = mi(vj). If aj is not the label of some square of Di in column c then we also say our choice ended in failure at step j. Otherwise there is a square t, in column c with label aj. Let uj be the predecessor of tj in Di.
Suppose u, = (i, 1). We know that the successor of vj is in column c and has label aj. Since mi is column bijective we have tj is the successor of vj so uj = uj = u0 = v,, = (i, 1). When this happens we say our choice ended in success at step j.
If our choice ended in success at step j we define (Dim,, mi_ 1) in the following way. First mi-, is identical to m, except that the square (i, 1) is not labeled. We obtain Di_ 1 from Di by removing the edges from sP to up and from up to tp and replacing them with edges from sP to t, and up to v,,.
In particular, we end up with a loop at (i, 1). Also it is clear that mi-1 is consistent with Dip 1 and it is easily checked that Dip i is an r-c digraph.
Let the hook-choice at (i, 1) be the square (i, c). It is easy to see that applying the procedure outlined in cp to the pair (Dim 1, mi-,) with hookchoice (i, c) yields (Di, mi) and that this is the only pair and hook-choice which will yield (Di, m,).
We need to see what to do in the case that our choice ends in failure. The following observation will be crucial. ProofI If the predecessor of (i, 1) is in row i then this predecessor would be our choice for s , . So we would have u 1 = (i, 1) = u0 = u,, and t, would be the successor to (i, 1). Hence our choice would end in success after one step.
Let k be the square (i, 1) let c be the predecessor to k and let a be the successor to k. Suppose our choice of {s,,, t,, up, u,} ends in failure after j steps. The claim above shows that c is in a different column than k. Also in D, the squares below (i, 1) have loops. So k is a nondegenerate corner of Di. Let pk(c), p,(a), p,(D,) be the reflections of c, a, and Di around this corner. Define pk(mi) to be identical to mj except that the label on k is changed so that it matches the label of pk(e) and p, ( Consider what happens when we attempt to choose the {sP, t,, up, u,} at this point. The successor of (& 1) is p,(a) which is in the same column c as a, so we proceed as in Case 2 of our inversion of cp.
We claim that we will in fact choose the same sl, . . . . sj-r; t,, . . . . t j p r; U(), ...T Uj -1 ; vOt ...) Uj -1 and that we will again fail at step j. Obviously we will choose the same uo, u. so assume we have made the same choice up to sP, t,, up, v,,. At this point we chose sP + , to be in the same row as u, and to be a predecessor to a square in column 1. If we look at the sets of predecessors to squares in column 1 in Di and 0; we see that they are identical except that in Di, c is a predecessor and pk(c) is not, whereas in D:, pk(c) is a predecessor and c is not. So if our choice of sP + , is different it must be that before we chose c and this time we choose p,Jc). But this is impossible because if before sP+ 1 was c then up+ 1 would have been (i, 1) and our choice would have succeeded after pf 1 steps. So our choice of sp+] and vp+l is the same as before.
Since c > 1, the labellings mi and rn: agree on column c. So if p + 1 is less than j our choice of t, + , will be the same as before and if p + 1 = j we will again find that up+ 1 is not a label in column c. So our choice will fail at step j as before.
This shows that we will obtain (D,!', ml') by reflecting (Di, mi) around the corner k = (i, 1). But we have already shown that reflecting twice is the identity so (D;, m:') = (Di, mi) and Ic/'(D, m) = (D, m).
What we have just done is to explain how to define + when the choice of {sP, tp, up, v,} ends in failure. If the choice never ends in failure then you obtain (DI, m,) Let X be the set of pairs (f, t), where t is a semi-standard Young tableau of shape ;1 and f is a hook-choice for the shape A. Define the weight of (f, t) to be the monomial m, where the exponent of ai is the number of times that i occurs in t. Equation (3.1) above suggests the problem of finding an injection 4 from X into Ay) together with a fixed-point free involution $ on Ay)\im 4 which satisfy: In the next section we will define $ on the set Ap)\By) so we will look for a map # with im 4 c B$"). The maps 4 and $ constructed in this section solve this problem for the subsets of Ay) and X of weight aflap . ..a., (where 1= I(A)).
The opposite extreme of this case are the subsets of A:") and X of weight ala2 . . . a,-. Comparing the coefficients of those weights on both sides (3.1) gives the well-known identity In Section 3C we worked exclusively with the set Bi'), where the labelings m are column bijective. In later sections this will correspond to conjectures about the coefficients of the Jack symmetric functions in terms of the monomial symmetric functions. We will also be interested in how the Jack symmetric functions can be expanded in terms of power sum symmetric functions. In this case we will want to work with the larger set Aj;).
Note that if (D, m) is in B$") (so that m is column bijective) then it is impossible for there to be two squares in the some column which are the same cycle of D. This is no longer the case when we work with (D, m) E A),n'. Our goal in this part is to set the stage for a cancellation argument which will be used to show that the contribution to the Jack symmetric function J,(cr; x) made by the pairs in Ay)\By) is zero. We need to set a total order on I',. Define 5 to be the total order on I/, which is lexicographic with respect to the second coordinate and then the first coordinate. We denote links by (x, y), where x = (i, c) and y = (j, c) with i < j. We let L, be the set of links of I/,, so )L,( = cj ( 5: '). One more piece of notation will be important. If A = (x, y) is a link then r(n) = y( (x, y)) denotes the transposition in CA which exchanges x and y and leaves every other square fixed.
We extend the total order 5 on V, to L lexicographically, and call this order 5 as well. So, for (x, y), (u, u) E L we have (x, y) 5 (u, v) iff x<u or x=u and y5v. It is easy to see that the number of inverted links in DC is less than the number of inverted links in D. So the length of any simplification procedure for D is less than or equal to the number of inverted links in D. Applying observations (i) and (ii) repeatedly we see that if C,, . . . . Cj are each distinct from E, then E, is a cycle of Ai and I,, is contained in the set of links inverted by Ai. So at least one of the Cis must be equal to El.
Choose i minimal such that Ci = El, and write D = D(y, 0). As the C, with j < 1 are distinct from E, we see that Ai-, is of the form By Lemma 11, C(D) and I(D) are well defined. The next lemma is one that we will need in Section 4. To state this result we need the notion of a minimal link. DEFINITION 3.15. Let D be an r-c digraph and let (x, y) be a link with x and y in cycles C, and C2 of D. We say (x, y ) is the minimal link of C, and C2 if it is the lexicographically smallest link which contains one square from C, and one square from C,.
Note that in the above definition C, and C, need not be distinct. In the case that C, = C2 = C we have used this minimal link of C before. In Definition 10 it was the minimal link of C which we switched to form DC. In this part we define something called the link digraph of an r-c digraph D. We believe that this link digraph has some connection to the weight conjectured to exist in the next section. DEFINITION 3.17. Let D be an r-c digraph. Define a multidigraph A, with edge set L ( = set of links of VJ and vertex set equal to the set of cycles of D by putting an edge directed from C, to C2 for every link (x, y) with x in C, and y in C2.
Recall that in a link (x, y) we have x above y so the arrow directed from C1 to C, means that C, and C2 have points in the same column with the point of C, above the point of C,. Note that A, is simple if and only if A, has no cycles. Before continuing we stop for an example. Let ;i = Z2. We will show that conditions (Cl)-(C4) suffice in this case to determine the weight function M'. We will check that this weight w does indeed give us the Jack symmetric function as in (C7).
By the simplification rule (C3), it is enough to determine w on simple r-c digraphs. The five simple r-c digraphs of shape A= 22 were given in Example 3.10. The first four appear below along with their link digraphs A,. The reader will observe that A, is acyclic in all these cases so w is given by According to (C7), adding, these will give the Jack symmetric function Jzz(a; x). Summing we obtain which is indeed J22(a; x). In this case, rules (Cl )-(C4) completely determine the weight function w. It is also true that w(D) is determined for all T-C digraphs D on 5 or fewer points by (Cl t(C4). In all these cases (C7) holds, i.e., the weight function so determined gives the Jack symmetric function. However, the weight of the following r-c digraph on 6 points cannot be determined from (C 1 )-( C4) alone.
PROPERTIES THAT FOLLOW FROM CONDITIONS (Cl)-(C6)
In this section we assume that w is a weight function defined on A?) for ail shapes 1 and all n, and we assume that w satisfies conditions (Cl )-(C6). For each I and each n we define gl(x,, . . . . x,; a) by &b,, . . . . x,; a) = (o,~eAI", w(D) aW(D7m)x,. * Our goal in this section is to show that these gn(xl, . . . . ~,;a) satisfy many of the properties that are known to be true or conjectured to be true for the Jack symmetric functions JA(x,, . . . . x,; a).
As mentioned in Section 4, it may be that condition (Cl) is too strong and should be replaced with the weaker condition (Cl'). There is only one property in the following list whose proof uses the full strength of (Cl). We will clearly mark that result and prove all the other results using just (Cl') and (C2)-(C6).
We begin with some elementary properties of the g,(x,, . . . . x,; a) which will be stated without proof. Moreover, when g,(x,, . . . . x,; a) is expanded in terms of any of the standard bases for the ring of symmetric functions, the coefficients are polynomials in a.
Here the standard bases include power sum symmetric functions, monomial symmetric functions, Schur functions, and elementary symmetric functions. It has been conjectured that the coefficients of the Jack symmetric functions in terms of these standard bases are polynomials in a. At present it it only known that they are rational functions in a. One finds in every case that Az (D(y, a) ) is acyclic and so the weight of D(y, (T) is given by (C2) and (C3). The details are left to the reader.
We now come to some of the more interesting properties of the g,(.u, 3 ..., x,; a). This triangularity property is one of the defining conditions for the Jack symmetric functions. which completes the result.
Property 7 is one of the many things shown to be true about the Jack symmetric functions by R. P. Stanley [7] . A related result, also obtained by Stanley for the Jack symmetric functions is the following. 
